
Impressive contemporary villa, located in the gated community of Los Altos de Valderrama

Вилла

https://barnes-moscow.com/


Характеристики

ID 4842063.0000
продажа Sotogrande, 992.0000 м2

439 169 000 ₽

Адрес:  Impressive contemporary villa, located in the
gated community of Los Altos de Valderrama
Количество спален:  8

https://barnes-moscow.com/


Описание

ID 4842063.0000
продажа Sotogrande, 992.0000 м2

 Impressive contemporary villa, located in the gated community of Los Altos de Valderrama

Set out on a large hilltop plot amongst magnificent gardens with views of the Mediterranean, each of the individually designed
pavilions is surrounded bymeticulous gardens and water features. The main pavilion is approached through a Moorish style
brick portico. The front door with water features either side opens onto the central hall The entrance hall leads to the sitting /
dining room and the master bedroom suite. The dining area leads to a cozy TV roomand a spacious well-equipped kitchen. The
Master suite consists of a large bedroom with dressing room, spacious bathroom and a study. The bedroom andstudy lead out
to the garden. In the adjoining pavilion there are three spacious bedrooms with bathrooms and expansive sitting and dining
terraces with views to the pool and sea beyond. Two additional pavilions provide two bedrooms with full bathrooms, one has its
own private patio and garden, the other is currently used as an art studio. The heated pool has several terraces with stunning
views. Under the pool there is a gym. The house has air conditioned and heated. A staff bedroom/ bathroom adjoins the
kitchen. There is a garage for 3 cars along with wine cellar and a lift to the entrance courtyard.
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